[Asynchronous asymmetry (sexual and lateral differentiation--a consequence of asynchronous evolution)].
In the paper is presented a unified interpretation of sex differentiation and lateral asymmetry as asynchronous evolution. The operative subsystems, i.e. the male and the left hemisphere of the brain evolutionize earlier than the conservative ones, i.e. the female and the right hemisphere. New functions appear at first in males and after many generations they are transferred to females. The leading centers of their control are at first originated in the left hemisphere, then they are translocated to the right one. The criterion for functions localization in the hemisphere is their evolutionary age: new functions are controlled by the left hemisphere, old functions by the right one. Therefore the left hemisphere is socio-cultural, ethnic, the right one is biological, special. The theory explains from a single standpoint the phenomena of sex, handedness, nervous crossover, as well as many know facts, and predicts the new ones.